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By S J Dahlstrom

Paul Dry Books, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. If you like
Hank, you ll like Wilder Good, too. --John R. Erickson, author of Hank the Cowdog I am a big fan of
this series. Last fall I included The Elk Hunt in my list of favorite books of 2013, and Texas Grit is
every bit as insightful and positive as the first one. --Glenn Dromgoole Dahlstrom writes about ranch
life with flair and specific detail. --WORLD magazine Will Rogers Medallion Gold Medal Winner - 2015
In Texas Grit, Wilder spends a week in West Texas at his grandfather s ranch, while his mother and
father travel to Denver to see her doctors. Wilder finds it hard to leave his parents. Papa Milam is a
cowboy, gruff and sometimes a bit intimidating, yet grandfather and grandson care for each other
very much--and find they actually have lots to learn from each other, too. Wilder works cattle on
horseback and explores the rough ranch country with Papa. One night they start out to hunt for
whitetail deer in the cottonwood bottoms but end up encountering a rattlesnake instead. A few days
later, four cowboys arrive at the...
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ReviewsReviews

Good eBook and beneficial one. It really is simplified but unexpected situations from the 50 percent from the ebook. You can expect to like the way the
blogger publish this ebook.
-- B r idie Str a cke DDS-- B r idie Str a cke DDS

It in a single of my favorite pdf. Yes, it is engage in, still an amazing and interesting literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you
begin to read the book.
-- Dr . K eeley Windler-- Dr . K eeley Windler
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